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1. Contexts 

Henman’s book Reorienting Education and the Social Sciences (Henman, Reorienting, 2019) 

points to applications of the work of the Canadian scholar Bernard Lonergan (1904-1984). Those 

applications are relevant to current issues in education, philosophy of education and the social 

sciences. 

The author expresses an interest in promoting progress in foundations that would, he 

claims, be relevant to education reform efforts generally. 

A message that unfolds through the book is that scholars and teachers need to not only 

focus on that about which we inquire but that - in precise terms - we need to also focus on our 

own “dynamics of inquiry.” Henman brings out what he means, with examples. He also suggests 

the possibility of a (future) “Generalized Empirical Method” in the human sciences: 

 

Generalized empirical method operates on a combination of both the data of sense 

and the data of consciousness: it does not treat of objects without taking into 

account the corresponding subject; it does not treat of the subject’s operations 

without taking into account the corresponding object (Lonergan, Third Collection, 

2017, p. 136). 

 

This raises questions about, among other things, “data,” “consciousness,” “subject,” 

“operations” and “object.” Examples provided, however, lead to a diagram (p. 9). Remarkably, 

the diagram expresses what evidently are invariant patterns in inquiry. 

The book touches on a range of topics. In this review, I can only draw attention to a few. 

Here is one of Henman’s basic claims: 

 

To have an account of human knowing is not limited to having a cognitional 

theory. It provides a view of oneself, of human knowledge, of science, of a self-

knowledge that informs you of your humanity, of its drive, of its fundamental 

desire and orientation in the universe. Might you and I be the foundation of 

progress? Let us move forward and find out just what that foundation is, and at 

the same time, what we are (p. vii). 

 



What we are? We are “whatters” (p. 1). The book explores implications of the 

observation. Note that this is in contrast with currently dominant views in education (such as 

constructivism) where focus tends to be on, among other things, “phenomena,” “behavior,” and 

statistical analyses of data that is secondary, tertiary, quaternary ,…, including, for instance, that 

which is obtained from questionnaires completed by test subjects. 

The book is written in what the author describes as “an introductory and transitional 

style” (p. 90).  

The word ‘introductory’ has its usual meaning, in the sense that the book is intended to 

be accessible to graduate students and junior scholars in education and the social sciences. 

However, Henman’s use of the word ‘introductory’ also refers to the fact that he envisages a new 

paradigm. 

 

This book attempts to focus on 1) what a person is 2) why the social sciences have 

not offered an explanatory account to date of a person 3) formulating a standard 

model in the social sciences and 4) how to go forward with such knowledge in an 

effort to intervene in history (p. ii). 

 

The word “transitional” refers to historical contexts. Henman speaks of two stages of 

human history, the negative Anthropocene age and the positive Anthropocene age: 

 

The Anthropocene is a term that has recently been suggested by a large segment 

of the scientific community, as one designating a new stratigraphic epoch in the 

evolution of planet earth. It has been determined that the human footprint … has 

been having a negative effect on our planet’s climate, soil, oceans, atmosphere 

and species, including ourselves since at least the Industrial revolution in the early 

19
th

 century. My addition of the terms ‘Transitioning’ and ‘Positive’ to the title as 

a description for a future Anthropocene, highlights that we are in a period in 

history that calls for a more positive approach in the planning and implementing 

of a livable life for all (p. iii). 

 

Henman relates the possibility of progress in teaching (including parenting) to the possibility 

of progress in history. 

 

2. Detailed structure of the book 

Chapter One: What is a Child (pp. 1 – 17) “explores a method of self-identification, with a focus 

on human curiosity as the needed focus and locus of personhood, the development of education, 

and the human sciences” (p. vi). Henman draws attention to the absence of a question mark in 

the title of the chapter. He explains: “[I]t means that the child is …, a whatter” (p. 1).  



Whatever other sources of data might be relevant, Henman asks that educators and social 

scientists also advert to their own experience. He invites the reader to solve certain elementary 

puzzles. The point is to help the reader notice an ordering of elements in one’s own inquiry. The 

exercises lead to a diagram called “Dynamics of Knowing” (p. 9).  

“I am attempting to point you to your inner activity of thinking, the operations, not just the 

content of those operations. As requested for the puzzles, it is a process of asking and adverting 

to what’s going on in me” (p. 4). 

In a final subsection of Chapter One, Henman reaches the following conclusion: “There 

are then 3 presuppositions in teaching. Firstly, that a teacher has reached some level of self-

identification; secondly, that he or she understand “what is a child”; and thirdly, that they 

understand their topic” (pp. 12-13). 

Chapter Two: Impediments to Discovering the Data of Curiosity (pp. 19-35) discusses 

“problems in research on curiosity, which inhibits an appreciation of just what curiosity is” 

(Henman, Reorienting, 2019, p. 19). Henman looks to  

three articles written over the past 22 years in which the authors have attempted to 

understand 1) the nature of curiosity and 2) the psychology that contextualizes 

curiosity (p. 19). 

While it is only three articles that are discussed, Henman’s focus is on method. He links 

observations on method to current issues.  

Chapter Three: Ambiguities in the Methodology of Education and the Social Sciences 

(pp. 37- 54) is similar to Chapter two. Now, however, the context moves “to include methods of 

research in the social sciences generally” (p. 37). 

In Chapter Four: The Mistaken View of Conceptual Analysis (pp. 55 – 59), Henman 

points out that a key issue is whether concepts precede understanding or understanding gives rise 

to concepts. “Let us symbolize [the view grounding conceptual analysis] with the letters MCA. 

You have a mind, you get … concept[s] and you analyse the concept[s]” (pp. 55-56). On the 

other hand, there is a notion of mind that emerges from describing one’s experience. “Let us 



symbolize that process as MAC: Mind-Analysis-Concept. This fits squarely with the order of  … 

operations as laid out in the diagram in Chapter One” (p. 56). 

What do these distinctions have to do with education? Henman’s answer is: “When 

teaching literacy, geometry, math or whatever, you [should] teach children … in the manner that 

their minds function. Conceptual analysis distorts that order” (p. 57). 

Chapter Five: A Theory of Development and History (pp. 61-68) points to the full 

context, namely, progress and decline in history. 

The possibility of resolving conflicts between opposed views was first hinted at in 

Chapter Three. Chapter Six: Generalized Empirical Method (pp. 69-75) discusses this in more 

detail. 

Chapter Seven: A Method of Intervening in History (pp. 76-89) looks to the fact that in 

education and the social sciences, contemporary results tend to be spread across numerous 

disciplines (p. 47). Drawing on a discovery of Bernard Lonergan, Henman suggests that 

emergent from within historical development of the human sciences is the possibility of a 

normative division of labor, a “framework for collaborative creativity” (p. 78), eight distinct 

tasks called “functional specialties” (pp. 80,81,83,88). These are: 

Research: Collecting and selecting the relevant data. 

Interpretation: Establishing the meaning of the data.  

History: Working out what is going forward.  

Dialectics: Sorting through the various interpretations and histories with  

the aim of deciding which one is the best explanation.  

Foundations: Expressing the best directions forward in a way that is not  

tied to particular places, ages and times.  

Policy: Reaching for relevant pragmatic truths within a foundational  

context.  

Systematics: Drawing on past strategies and discoveries while envisaging  

future concrete possibilities and their probabilities.  

Communications: Collaborative reflection on the local level that selects  

creatively from the range of possibilities developed in the prior seven  

specialities with a view to developing forms of communication to the  

various possible audiences (pp. 83-84). 

 

Henman observes: “There are four distinct operations of the intellectual process: 

attention, understanding, judgment and decision” (p. 82). “Each functional specialty is grounded 



in and focused on one of the cognitive operations so that development is made possible in an 

organized manner” (p. 82). 

In the Epilogue: Towards the Positive Anthropocene (pp. 90-92), Henman invites readers 

to ask anew about “what we are now, and what we view as science”  (p. 91). In that way, he 

brings the conversation back to the need for elementary beginnings such as those invited in 

Chapter One. 

 

In a Supplement: Parenting Curiosity (pp. 93 – 97), Henman invites attention to the concrete 

problem of parenting. His “excursion into parenting is to point out that [the type of] self-

identification [that has been a main topic in the book, will] over time … remove any 

discontinuity between parenting and schooling. Whether you are parenting or educating, you are 

growing a quest, an instance of human curiosity” (p. 97). 

3. Reflections 

The book draws attention to the fact that, to a large degree, current teaching standards, policies 

and “best practice” are informed by diverse combinations of description and conceptual models. 

Among other things, this means that problems in education will not be effectively handled from 

within any single discipline. But nor is the shift to mere “multi-disciplinary” the solution, for a 

hybrid discipline is but another discipline. The first chapter of the book is crucial. Henman does 

a nice job at inviting the reader into introductory level exercises by which to make beginnings in 

identifying elements of knowing. Note that, consequently, models of learning can then be 

assessed in terms of whether or not they are consistent with one’s own experience. The book 

brings out something of the enormous complexity of the issue which, within the contemporary 

paradigm of disciplines remains intractable. And so, Henman also acquaints the reader with a 

collaborative structure discovered by Lonergan: “Functional specialization” will be a framework 

for collaboration, a cyclic structure that will lead to “cumulative and progressive results.” 

In addition to technical content, the book includes personal anecdotes, quotations from 

leading scholars, and ample references to primary sources. 

Here and there a few jumps are made that, on a first reading, may not be accessible to the 

intended audience. These include: the claim that a human organism is “triple layered” (pp. 7-8); 



and references to “emergent probability” (p. 55) and “human development”  (p. 56). These 

aspects of the book can be handled if the reader keeps in mind what Henman is trying to do. That 

is, the book is written not to provide solutions in special topics but signposts toward new 

foundations. To introduce the new paradigm, it seems unavoidable that a range of topics be 

mentioned. Evidence for functional specialties was drawn from literary criticism and language 

studies. It would be helpful to have examples from education, philosophy of education, and the 

social sciences. The omission is, no doubt, intentional. Providing such data would have needed 

an additional chapter or another book. In the meantime, examples provided invite interest in the 

possibility of functional collaboration. 

Henman’s book will provide a unique and valuable contribution to the literature in 

education, practical philosophy of education and the social sciences. Among other things, it is 

relevant to the possibility of improving the classroom experience for children. For reading the 

book, I suggest that it will be worth keeping in mind that: (1) the invitation in Chapter One is to 

instances: “I am attempting to point you to your inner activity of thinking” (p. 4); (2) from 

Chapter One onward, the book is not an analysis but a searching for and mapping out of new 

directions; and (3) as Henman describes in Chapter Seven, collaboration will become statistically 

effective as progress is made toward a functional division of labor. 
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